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Abstract. Japanese has a large number of sound symbolic words, ono-
matopoeia, which associates between sounds and sensory experiences.
According to previous studies, a quantification of relationship between
phonemes and images enables to predict the images evoked by ono-
matopoeia and to estimate meanings of onomatopoeia. In this study, we
applied the quantification method and developed a system for generat-
ing Japanese onomatopoeias using genetic algorithm (GA). Our method
uses 90 SD scales for expressing various impressions and genes for genetic
algorithm which denote each phonological symbol in Japanese. Through
genetic algorithm, the system generates and proposes onomatopoeias ap-
propriate for impressions inputted by users. From the evaluation of our
system, impressions of onomatopoeias generated by our method were
similar to inputted impressions to generate onomatopoeias.

1 Introduction

Against a classical notion in linguistics that speech sounds and meanings of words
are independent, the existence of synesthetic associations between sounds and
sensory experiences (sound symbolism) has been demonstrated over the decades,
e.g., Jespersen (1922); Köhler (1929); Ramachandran & Hubbard (2001); Sapir
(1929). For example, mal/mil and buba/kiki for round and sharp shapes in Sapir
(1929) Ramachandran & Hubbard (2001), respectively.

Japanese is known to have a large number of sound symbolic words, namely
onomatopoeia. Onomatopoeia is an expression which imitates the sounds asso-
ciated with objects or actions they refer to. For example, using “Bang !”(“ba-n”
in Japanese), you can describe a loud sound which occurs when someone shot a
gun. Onomatopoeia is also used to express more abstract concepts such as emo-
tional conditions and the ways things are done. For example, “wa-ku wa-ku” for
happy feeling and “scrub scrub”(“go-shi go-shi” in Japanese) describes the way
in which you brush your teeth.

Previous studies such as Hamano (1998) point out a systematic sound sym-
bolic relationship between Japanese phonemes and meanings (e.g., the vowel /i/
is associated with the sharp image). Fujisawa et al. (2006) quantified the rela-
tionship between phonemes and images and they constructed a model to predict
the images evoked by onomatopoeias. Based on the model proposed by Fuji-
sawa et al. (2006), Shimizu & Sakamoto (2011) developed a system to estimates
the images of input onomatopoeias by users as shown in Figure 1. To estimate
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Fig. 1. A system for evaluating images of onomatopoeias

meanings of inputted onomatopoeias, the method uses the sound symbolic rela-
tionship between phonemes and meanings obtained through a psychological ex-
periment. Meaning of each phoneme is calculated by making use of a Hayashi’s
mathematical quantification theory class I. The evaluation of the method showed
that impressions estimated by the system were similar to those evaluated by
humans.

In contrast to the system of Shimizu & Sakamoto (2011), the present study
proposes a method which generates Japanese onomatopoeias corresponding to
impressions inputted by users. In Japan, onomatopoeias are used frequently in
comics and advertisements. Effective onomatopoeias in those fields are directly
associated with sensuous experiences of readers or consumers, but it is very
difficult to create such expressions. Thus, the technology which generates effec-
tive novel onomatopoeias corresponding to the impression specified by users is
expected to be a technology which supports creators.

2 Method

2.1 Setting

Our system uses 90 SD scales as those expressing our impressions. These scales
consist of scales which express various impressions: scales expressing impressions
of haptic senses (“warm / cool”, etc.), scales expressing impressions of visual
senses (“blight / dark”, etc.), scales expressing impressions of subjective senses
(“clean / dirty”, etc.), and so on. These scales are shown in Table 1.

Users of the system can decide the kinds of SD scales to be used to create
onomatopoeias among 90 SD scales. The system uses the genetic algorithm to
create onomatopoeias corresponding to inputted impressions.

In our method, created onomatopoeias are composed of 2 - 4 morae because
Japanese has a lot of 2 - 4 morae onomatopoeias. We assume 7 components as
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Table 1. Scales used in this study. These are used to generate onomatopoeias appro-
priate for impressions inputted by users.

warm / cool smooth / rough squeezing / not-squeezing
bright / dark slippery / sticky intolerable / tolerable
florid / plain sharp / dull oppressive / not-oppressive
soft / hard thick / thin twitching / not-twitching

lumpish / airy firm / fragile numbing / not-numbing
natural / artificial regular / irregular itching / not-itching
simple / complex comfortable / uncomfortable aching / not-aching
elegant / vulgar easy / uneasy stretching / not-stretching
static / dynamic impressive / unimpressive labored / not-labored

Western-style / Japanese-style good / bad pulled / not-pulled
modern / old-fashioned intense / calm severe / not-severe
masculine / feminine repulsive / non-repulsive stinging / not-stinging

sharp / mild luxury / cheap painful / not-painful
cheerful / gloomy hot / cold repulsive / not-repulsive

young / old pressured / unpressured fast / slow
pleasant / unpleasant feeling-foreign-object / not-feeling certain / uncertain

happy / sad big / small respondent / not-respondent
stable / unstable heavy / light indulgent / not-indulgent

individual / typical momentary / continuous comprehensible / incomprehensible
positive / negative continual / continuous visible / invisible

strong / weak long / short not-tired / tired
familiar / unfamiliar wide / narrow advanced / obsolete

like / dislike deep / shallow 2-dimensional / 3-dimensional
fashionable / unfashionable delicious / tasteless direct / indirect

clean / dirty sweet / not-sweet intelligent / unintelligent
glossy / non-glossy good-smell / bad-smell strong (taste) / weak (taste)

wet / dry reliable / unreliable hot (taste) / not-hot (taste)
bumpy / flat good-touch / bad-touch bitter / not-bitter

elastic / non-elastic good-quality / bad-quality sour / not-sour
stretchable / unstretchable gentle / strict salty / not-salty

Table 2. Genes assumed in this study to form onomatopoeias

gene phonological symbols

first consonants E, k, s, t, n, h, m, y, r, w, g, z, d, b, p,
ky, sy, ty, ny, hy, my, ry, gy, zy, dy, by, py

first consonants a, i, u, e, o, N
special phonological symbols (middle) E, N, Q, R
second consonants E, k, s, t, n, h, m, y, r, w, g, z, d, b, p,

ky, sy, ty, ny, hy, my, ry, gy, zy, dy, by, py
second vowels E, a, i, u, e, o
special phonological symbols (tail) E, N, Q, R, RI
repeating flag F, T

those forming onomatopoeias and treat these components as genes for genetic
algorithm. Each gene has plural phonological symbols as seen in Table 2. In the
table, N, Q, R, RI, E, F, T respectively denote “the sound of the kana ‘n’ ”,
“double consonant”, “lengthening of the previous phonological symbol”, “the
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sound of the kana ‘ri’ ”, “this gene is not used”, “output onomatopoeia is used
directly”, “output onomatopoeia is repeated twice”. Therefore, in our method,
onomatopoeias are generated by combining phonological symbols assigned to
these genes. The meanings of the seven genes are as follows (see Table 2.): (1) the
first consonants (27 types of phonological symbols), (2) the first vowels (6 types
of phonological symbols), (3) special phonological symbols which are inserted
into middle of onomatopoeias (4 types of phonological symbols), (4) the second
consonants (27 types of phonological symbols), (5) the second vowels (6 types of
phonological symbols), (6) special phonological symbols of tails of onomatopoeias
(5 types of phonological symbols) and (7) the repeating flag (whether the output
onomatopoeia is used directly or repeated twice) (2 types of symbols).

Using these phonological elements, our system can generate Japanese kawaii
expressions such as “pyokon-pyokon (py-o-E-k-o-N-py-o-E-k-o-N)”when the first
consonant is “py”, the first vowel is “o”, the special symbol (middle) is “E”, the
second consonant is “k”, the second vowel is “o”, the special symbol (tail) is “N”,
and the repeating flag is T. “Pyokon-pyokon” is used to express a movement of
something small or pretty.

2.2 Generating Onomatopoeias

The brief procedure of our method which generates onomatopoeias is as follows:
(STEP 1) The system selects phonological symbols as genes at random. Then
some onomatopoeias are generated by combining genes. (STEP 2) The ono-
matopoeias are evaluated by the quantification method developed in Shimizu &
Sakamoto (2011). (STEP 3) The result of evaluation of generated onomatopoeias
is compared to inputted impressions. Then some onomatopoeias similar to in-
putted impressions are selected. (STEP 4) Some onomatopoeias are generated
by using genes (phonological symbols) of the selected onomatopoeias. (STEP 5)
Some new onomatopoeias are generated based on mutation by fixed probability.
(STEP 6) The procedure above (from STEP 2 to STEP 5) is repeated until ono-
matopoeias very similar to inputted impressions are generated or the procedure
above is repeated until the fixed number of times.

The following is the detailed of the procedure. In Step1, initial individuals
(onomatopoeias) are generated. The present system starts with 200 individuals.
Namely, 200 individuals are generated in the first step. Each individual is gener-
ated by selecting one symbol for each gene in Table 2 at random and combining
them.

In Step2, we used the calculation method which is a modified version of that
in Shimizu & Sakamoto (2011). Impressions of generated individuals are cal-
culated based on our quantification method. In this method, the impression of
an onomatopoeia is composed by 90 SD scales mentioned at the front of this
section. The system uses a database for category scores of phonological symbols,
which stands for the sound symbolic relationship between phonemes and mean-
ings. We got this relationship from a psychological experiment and quantified the
relationship into category scores by the Hayashi’s mathematical quantification
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theory class I. The database for category scores of phonological symbols shown
in Table 2 (see Figure 3).

Therefore, each SD scale of the impression of an onomatopoeia x is calculated
individually by Equation (1).

SDi(x) = c1i(x) + v1i(x) + c2i(x) + v2i(x) +mi(x) + ti(x) + ri(x) + Ci (1)

Where, in Equation (1), SDi(x) denotes the i-th SD value for x. c1i(x) denotes
the i-th category score for the consonant of the first mora of x. v1i(x) denotes
the i-th category score for the vowel of the first mora of x. c2i(x) denotes the
average value of the i-th category scores for the consonants of the second and
later mora of x. v2i(x) denotes the average value of the i-th category scores for
the vowels of the second and later mora of x. mi(x) denotes the average value of
the i-th category scores for the special phonological symbols which are inserted
into middle of x. ti(x) denotes the i-th category score for the special phonological
symbol of the last mora of x. ri(x) denotes the i-th category score for whether x
is an iteration structure. Finally, Ci denotes the value of the i-th constant term.

Table 3. The database for category scores of phonological symbols based on the
Hayashi’s mathematical quantification theory class I. This database is consist of 90
category scores for each SD scale. In this table,“ c1”, “v1”, “spsm”, “c2”, “v2”, “spst”,
“repeat”, “const” respectively denote the first consonants, the first vowels: special
phonological symbols which are inserted into middle of onomatopoeias, the second
consonants, the second vowels, special phonological symbols of tails of onomatopoeias,
the repeating flag, and the constant term.

SD c1 v1 spsm c2 v2 spst repeat const

k · · · a · · · N · · · k · · · a · · · N · · · F T

1st 0.23 · · · -0.02 · · · -0.86 · · · -0.51 · · · 0.10 · · · -0.21 · · · 0.32 -0.12 4.04
2nd -0.29 · · · -0.16 · · · -0.28 · · · -0.45 · · · -0.07 · · · 0.16 · · · -0.00 0.00 4.08

...
i-th · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

...
89 th -0.05 · · · 0.03 · · · 0.07 · · · 0.15 · · · -0.08 · · · -0.18 · · · 0.16 -0.06 4.87
90 th 0.03 · · · 0.07 · · · 0.09 · · · 0.18 · · · -0.05 · · · -0.10 · · · 0.09 -0.04 4.83

In Step3, generated individuals are evaluated based on how much they are
similar to the impression inputted by users. In our method, we treat an im-
pression based on SD scales as a vector of SD values and use cosine similarity
between two vectors as the degree of similarity between them. That is, the sim-
ilarity between the impression of a generated individual (onomatopoeia) x and
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that inputted by users is calculated by Equation (2).

s(v(x), g) =
v(x) · g
|v(x)| |g| (2)

Where, in Equation (2), v(x) denotes the impression of x, g denotes the inputted
impression, and s(v(x), g) denotes the similarity between v(x) and g.

In Step4, new generational individuals are generated based on the result of
evaluation in Step 3. New individuals are generated based on selecting two old
generational individuals and crossovering genes of these individuals. At first, two
old individuals are selected according to the probability based on the similarity
calculated in Step 3. Individuals having high similarity are selected easily. Next,
genes of these individuals are split at random part and these split genes are
crossovered so that new two individuals are generated. In our method, we use
the one point crossover. This procedure is executed until the number of new
generated individuals become the same as the number (that is, 200 in our system)
of old individuals.

In Step5, the genes of new generated individuals are mutated based on fixed
probability. That is, all of phonological symbols consisting of generated individ-
uals are changed to different symbols which is not the present symbols based on
fixed probability. In our method, because of shortness of a gene, this probability
is very high (20%) so that the same individual might not be generated as much
as possible.

In Step6, the procedure described above (from Step 1 to Step 5) is repeated
until the similarity of an onomatopoeia which is the most similar to inputted
impressions exceeds the threshold or the procedure is repeated until the fixed
number of times. In our method, the threshold is 0.95 and the maximum number
of repetition is 100000.

2.3 The Example of Execution

An example of output of our system is shown in Figure 2. The figure shows
an example of output appropriate for the impressions. The upper figure is an
example of SD values inputted by users and the lower one is an example of
output appropriate for the impressions.

3 Evaluation

In the evaluation of our system, participants were asked to compare impressions
inputted by SD scales with onomatopoeias generated by our system. We used
various impressions for evaluation.

3.1 Participants

Participants are 15 Japanese males and females, aged 20-28 (the mean age is
22.9). They participated in this evaluation as volunteers.
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Fig. 2. The example of execution

3.2 Materials

We set 4 types of impressions to generate onomatopoeias for evaluation. The
impressions are “cute”, “scary”, “romantic” and “lonely”. Participants decided
the kinds of SD scales and inputted SD value so as to express the impression.

3.3 Procedure

It is difficult to evaluate our system because actual impressions evoked by ono-
matopoeias are subjective. So, we evaluate our system based on four items
which participants evaluate how much generated onomatopoeias are consistent
with inputted impressions. The items are as follows: (1) how much generated
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onomatopoeias are coincident with inputted impressions, (2) how much novel
generated onomatopoeias are, (3) howmuch interesting generated onomatopoeias
are, and (4) how much generated onomatopoeias are easy to be understood.

Participants were asked to evaluate generated onomatopoeias based on 7-point
semantic differential scales for these items. That is, (1) +3 to -3, (2) +3 to -3,
(3) +3 to -3, and (4) +3 to -3.

3.4 Result

From the evaluation, the average values of the evaluated items answered by
participants are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. The average values of the evaluation answered by participants.

“cute”

item average value

Coincidence 1.53
Novelty 2.20
Interest 1.80

Understanding 1.20

“scary”

item average value

Coincidence 1.60
Novelty 2.13
Interest 1.93

Understanding 1.00

“romantic”

item average value

Coincidence -0.07
Novelty 2.27
Interest 2.13

Understanding 0.67

“lonely”

item average value

Coincidence 1.00
Novelty 2.20
Interest 2.07

Understanding 0.87

Considering these results, as a result of this evaluation, it is showed that
impressions of onomatopoeias generated by our method were similar to inputted
impressions to generate onomatopoeias. This result suggests that our proposal
method is effective as a technology which supports creating novel onomatopoeias.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we developed a method which generates Japanese onomatopoeias
corresponding to impressions inputted by users. This method is based on the
genetic algorithm that phonological symbols treat as genes. As a result of the
evaluation, it was showed that our method generated onomatopoeias which are
similar to impressions inputted by users.

The present method generates only fixed-length onomatopoeias. Therefore, as
a future work, we are planning to modify the method to control the length of
generated onomatopoeias arbitrarily.
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